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Abstract. Amismatchbetweendifferent event spaceshasbeenused toar-
gue against rank equivalence of classic probabilistic models of information
retrieval and language models. We question the effectiveness of this strat-
egy and we argue that a convincing solution should be sought in a correct
procedure to design adequate priors for probabilistic reasoning. Acknowl-
edging our solution of the event space issue invites to rethink the relation
between probabilistic models, statistics and logic in the context of IR.
1 Introduction
Information Retrieval (IR) can be distinguished from other Information Access
(IA) classes of techniques, like that towhich deterministic database access belongs,
by being mainly concerned with uncertain knowledge, at least when assuming a
notion of relevance of documents with respect to the subjective and unpredictable
opinion of that particular human agent that is supposed to have issued the query.
Acknowledging the presence of uncertainty leads naturally to probabilistic mod-
els as the chief mathematical description of uncertain information about reality.
Probability theory is the framework within which we can make precise statements
about imprecise features of the world, or, in slightly different terms, about fea-
tures that admit multiple precisifications. As long as the human user is considered
to provide the ultimate metric of success in information retrieval, alternative ap-
proaches differ mainly in how they represent uncertainty. These representations
do not stand apart because they question the validity of probability theory, but
in their usage of the theory. In a formally correct model there will be one or more
stochastic variables representing the uncertain link between the output of the re-
trieval system and the end user’s satisfaction. However, given the knowledge of the
parameters and of the structure of two or more models that differ in non trivial
features of their design or in important presuppositions, comparing the alternative
representations can be a very difficult task.
Lafferty and Zhai [1, pp. 1-10] introduce a probabilistic framework that allows
to compare both the ranking and the assumptions of two well known retrieval
models, the RSJ (Robertson-Sparck Jones) [4] model and the more recent lan-
guage models [3]. They show that, at least in this particular case, the probabilis-
tic semantics, that is the general rules of modeling uncertainty, are acknowledged
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in both approaches. They differ, however, in how they apply those rules: they
factorise the same probabilities in two different ways and they may also possibly
estimate the model’s components with varying techniques.
Robertson [6] warns against the risk of calculating rank equivalence, or any
other relationship between two or more probabilistic models, without consider-
ing the event spaces, that is the set of the real world objects, which we suppose
our probabilistic model is about and upon which probabilities ought to be cal-
culated. The mistaken assessment of event spaces can easily generate paradoxes
and theory seems to support two mutually exclusive models of reality. Luk [5]
acknowledges that, not the rules of probability itself are to blame, but the ac-
curacy of their application to a particular problem, giving more emphasis to
another link to the world, which the probabilistic model claims to represent:
the estimation of the probabilities by means of a set of statistical components.
Luk seems also to endorse a hierarchy of a statistical components model that
provides the empirical content to an upper-level probabilistic model. While in
Robertson the model’s interface is lumped in the event space, Luk expands it
into a separate model.
In this paper we argue that the paradox, the existence of which both Robert-
son and Luk agree on, albeit they propose different ways to circumvent it, is
equivalent to the same marginalisation paradox that is known to the general
public as the Monty Hall paradox [2]. The accepted solution to this paradox,
however, cannot be expressed at the level of the probabilistic model considered
by Robertson, nor by additionally considering the computational level as Luk
does, but only by adding a logical level on top of the probabilistic one. Acknowl-
edging our solution of the event space issue invites then to rethink the relation
between probabilistic models, statistics and logic in the context of IR.
2 Event Spaces and Probabilistic Models
Arguing against the rank equivalence put forward by Lafferty and Zhai in [1, pp.
1-10], Robertson sets out to explain why a mixture of different event spaces could
be problematic by introducing an analogous setup that is easier to understand.
While an event space is often loosely defined as the set of the possible results
of an experiment, the analysis brought forth by Robertson in [6] shows a more
precise and at the same time more profound significance of this notion, albeit
stated rather implicitly. This alternative definition of event spaces arises from
an attempt to determine the conditions of applicability of the marginalisation
equation, which allows the distribution of a variable Y to be calculated from
the knowledge of the distribution of another variable X and the conditional
probability of Y given X , as P (Y ) =
∑
X P (X)P (Y |X). It is just because event
spaces are linked to this fundamental relation of probability theory that this
concept receives a more rigorous specification. At the same time we will see that
constraining the physical objects, which the probabilistic model is about, to the
domain of the marginalisation equation amounts to the reduction of the power
of probabilistic reasoning; this is the limitation that Luk in [5] tries to remove.
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For both authors, however, the event space becomes an ontological notion as the
interface between an abstract description of the world and its extension.
2.1 Robertson’s Argument
The first claim in [6] is that even models for simple situations, where estimation
seems to become a straightforward process, can generate paradoxical cases in
which the marginalisation equation does not yield the expected results. One
example is about a very simple universe made of only two stars and three planets,
where some of the stars s have a magnetic field (xs1 = 1, xs2 = 0) and some
of the planets t that orbit around the stars also do (yt11 = 1, yt12 = yt21 = 0):
the problem is to calculate the probability P (Y = 1) to find a planet with a
magnetic field. In this situation we presume to be able to calculate the probability
P (Y ) to find a planet which has a magnetic field by marginalisation on the
probabilities P (X) of a star to have a magnetic field, provided that we know the
marginal probabilities P (Y |X). However, when we compare the result obtained
by marginalisation with that calculated by simply counting the occurrences of
a planet with a magnetic field and dividing by the total number of planets, we
obtain two different results.
This mismatch, so goes Robertson’s argument, is clearly paradoxical. The
cause relies on a lack of expressive power in the notation used to express the
marginalisation equation: we are unable to specify the objects in the real world
to which the different probabilities apply. The distribution P (X) applies to the
event space S of stars, the conditional distribution P (Y |X) applies to the event
space T of planets, while we need information about the full event space given
by the cross-product ST .
Robertson applies this result to the claim by Lafferty and Zhai [1, pp. 1-10]
that classic probabilistic approaches like the RSJ model in [4] are equivalent at
the level of the probabilistic model to the language modeling approach, although
they may differ at the lower level of their statistical components, that is in how the
probabilities are estimated. According to Lafferty and Zhai these two approaches
correspond to two different factorisations in themarginalisation equation; the RSJ
model results from the factorisation P (D,Q|R) = P (D|Q,R)P (Q|R) and the lan-
guage modeling approach from the factorisation P (D,Q|R) = P (Q|D,R)P (D|R),
where Q, D and R are the stochastic variables associated to the set of queries, to
that of documents and to relevance, respectively.
Now consider that queries and documents play the role of stars and planets
in the metaphor. Relevance is mapped onto both variables X and Y in the
following way: relevance corresponds to the magnetic field and the division of
labour between the two variables is related to the two approaches to IR that
have been reviewed in [1, pp. 1-10]. The case of considering relevant queries that
generate documents, that is the RSJ model, corresponds to stars with a magnetic
field and it is accounted for by the X variable; the same applies for the language
model, the planets and the Y variable.
In order for two probabilistic models to avoid the marginalisation paradox,
the event spaces upon which the probabilities ought to be calculated should be
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the same; adapting the stars and planets example to the particular case of IR
leads to the conclusion that the correct event space should be the most general
QD obtained as the cross-product of the event spaces of queries and documents.
Therefore, and this is Robertson’s main claim, since Lafferty and Zhai do not
apply the marginalisation equation to the full event space they may be easy pray
of the marginalisation paradox.
The mismatch between event spaces appears to be a perfectly natural expla-
nation for the lack of consistency between the results of applying marginalisation
and those of direct frequency counting. In this particular case, however, the con-
cept of event space is not derived from the applicability requirements of the
marginalisation equation. Rather, less complete event spaces (e.g. T + referred
to in [6]) are identified after applying marginalisation in those cases where a
paradoxical answer is claimed to be obtained. Event spaces are brought into
life with the explicit purpose of resolving the marginalisation paradox and they
are simply singled out by their being characteristic of two faulty applications of
the marginalisation equation. Every time we find a minimum set of probability
functions that, once employed in the marginalisation equation, let the results
disagree with a frequentist interpretation of the same probabilities, we assign
two different labels to the sets and we call the labels ‘Event Space’.
2.2 Luk’s Argument
Luk [5] understands the importance of the issue raised by Robertson, and he
identifies the source of the problem mainly in the uniform probability assump-
tion, which he considers not to bear any logical significance. The core issue is
still how the probabilities that appear in the probabilistic model are coupled
to worldly objects, but he shows to maintain that this link can be mapped, in
addition to the event spaces, also onto the probability distributions: instead of
letting the event space proliferate, we may as well keep the event space fixed
and allow for multiple distributions. Luk shows that, in some configuration of
distribution, the marginalisation paradox can be beaten and in this case rank
equivalence holds, at least in a weak sense.
Luk’s perspective specifies the distinction between the structural information
carried by the event spaces, which can be graphically represented by the nodes
of a tree structure and the information, which can be gathered about that struc-
ture and that is stored in the form of labels on the tree’s branches (see Fig. 1 in
Luk [5]). Given a direct probability measure onto the total event space, ST in
Robertson’s example, we can then construct an infinite number of distributions
that result in the successful application of the marginalisation equation. Instead
of focusing on one arbitrary configuration of distributions, e.g. a uniform proba-
bility distribution at each branch or, equivalently, at each marginalisation step,
it is therefore far more instructive to assess, so goes Luk’s argument, whether
some distributions lead to data inconsistency, and avoid the paradox.
Luk follows a strategy which is somewhat anticipated in [1, pp. 1-10] where
the authors make a distinction between rank equivalence at the probabilistic
level and that at the lower statistical components level. Robertson only touched
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upon this distinction when trying to determine to which of the many possible
event spaces are the different probabilistic models meant to be applied. One of
the most interesting insights that Luk provides in [5] is indeed related to his
appeal for a modular design of IR applications in which the probabilistic models
are thought of as populating a probabilistic functional block that interacts to
the various data sets through a statistical block. The major advantage of this
scheme is that the effects, in this case on rank equivalence, of employing dif-
ferent probabilistic models can be kept separated from the contributions from
the statistical components. The primitive interface to the data sets represented
by the event spaces does not allow to easily determine how different informal
presuppositions relate to the mathematical form of the probabilistic model; at
this stage, it is not clear how to determine for a given IR model which event
space it actually refers to.
In the next section we discuss what Luk seems reluctant to pursue as a con-
sequence of his design, that is to allow for adding multiple blocks to the proba-
bilistic model, which will inevitably loose some of its prominence. We maintain
that the probabilistic model receives its empirical content from the statistical
components model, admitting, however, that other functional blocks may also
have ontological significance.
3 The Marginalisation Paradox and the Determination
of the Priors
We attempt to untangle the complex, and only implicitly defined notion of event
space given in [6], using what we call three different ‘event space expansions’.
The first expansion makes more explicit who makes an observation and assigns
probabilities to uncertain knowledge. Probability theory is a faithful model of
the real world only to the extent to which our knowledge about matter of facts
is accurate, that is the uncertainty modeled by probability theory resides in
our comprehension of the world and not in the world itself. A probabilistic
model always refers, although sometimes implicitly, to an epistemic process.
The latter can, if one wishes, be personified by a hypothetical observer who
describes the world from her particular point of view. According to this picture
we can recast Robertson’s example by positing an observer within a universe with
just two stars and three planets, who is puzzled by two apparently innocuous,
but mutually exclusive statements that she believes both should be true. She
finds out that measuring the magnetic field of planets that belong to stars and
then separately that of the stars in order to subsequently infer by applying the
marginalisation equation, the probability to find a planet with a magnetic field
gives a certain result. She also believes that simply detecting and counting the
number of planets with a magnetic field and then dividing the result by the total
number of planets should yield the same number. A paradox arises if we want to
maintain that both marginalisation and frequency counting are two legitimate
ways to calculate probabilities, and that they can be applied simultaneously.
Our first claim is that the marginalisation paradox in [6] does not arise be-
cause of a shortcoming of probability theory that does not allow to adequately
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represent event spaces, but just because of the fact that the example presented
by Robertson models an unrealistic process: in which realistic setting would an
agent be interested into calculating P (Y ) by marginalisation when being in epis-
temic state ST , which allows to simply count the occurrences of the Y variable?
We have thereby discovered a first link to elements of the real world, in this
case agents characterised by certain epistemic states and processes in which
they engage in order to modify their epistemic state, in a sense to evolve, which
is curled into the notion of event space. The paradox reveals the presence of
additional event spaces, besides the most intuitive full event space ST , like T
or S+ in [6], each labeling distinct epistemic states and processes.
This first expansion of event spaces in terms of an epistemic model resolves the
paradox by inferring the presence of two different agents: one agent, being in the
epistemic state ST calculates the probabilities by frequency counting; another
agent, being in the lesser epistemic state T + is forced to use marginalisation
and she obtains results that disagree with the other agent’s results. Needless to
say, this happens all the time as agents may disagree on a lot of issues without
generating paradoxes. Even stronger, the definition of agent as the collection
of its information states, demands that agents cannot be in totally overlapping
information states and still being distinguishable, hence no agent can totally
agree with another agent.
This solution can also be explained in Luk’s framework where an agent appears
to use one IR model, while another uses a different model: in some configurations
of the world the two agents may well derive the same conclusions, albeit when
still in different epistemic states. This notion is indeed weaker than having one
and the same agent using two models and ranking the documents in the same
way, but it may be still worth investigating, as Luk does, which distributions lead
to this result. The obvious advantage of the epistemic expansion, that we share
with Luk’s statistical expansion, is that we are able to distinguish the different
gradations of rank equivalence and that we do not fall prey of the paradox; the
advantage we have above Luk is that we are able to link the different cases to
some procedural information, may that be made available by other components
of the system like relevance feedback or other forms of user interaction.
Another expansion is particularly interesting for that it shows an unexpected
connection between the marginalisation paradox in Robertson and another one,
well known as the Monty Hall paradox [2]. One of its many versions involves three
envelops, one of which contains a prize. After a contestant has chosen an envelop,
the quiz-master opens one of the other two envelops, showing its empty content.
She offers then the possibility to switch the envelops: the problem is to decide,
based on objective reasons only, whether the contestant should accept the offer.
At a first sight we may be tempted to reason like Lafferty and Zhai in [1, pp. 1-
10], ignoring any event space and regarding relevance or the magnetic field as the
prize. A naive conclusion would then be that, since the prize may be contained
in either one or the other envelop, it does not really matter whether we switch
or not; in fact, people that hear the paradox for the first time equally distribute
their answers among the two possibilities. Once this metaphor is applied to IR,
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rank equivalence follows. The correct solution of the Monty Hall paradox is well
known: the way we are supposed to calculate the probabilities depends on who
put the prize in the envelop, the quiz-master or someone else. If the quiz-master
knows which envelop contains the prize, and she would never open that one, her
knowledge of the right envelope to open must be included in the model to arrive
at the correct answer for the quiz candidate: switch!
We understand now what Robertson exactly wanted to model in his stars and
planets example. Although it may seem strange that he models one observable
with two different variables, the magnetic field with both X and Y , we encounter
the same need in the Monty Hall paradox. In order to make sense of the situation
we must model one observable, the prize, with two variables: one variable, say
X , which models the magnetic field of the stars, but also the relevance of the
queries or the prize that the quiz-master put in the envelop, and another variable,
say Y , which models the magnetic field of the planets, but also the relevance
of the documents or the prize that someone else than the quiz-master put into
the envelop. Robertson, who claims to provide a model of the physical world, by
choosing this representation for the magnetic field, ends up in representing some
knowledge about the world that is not immediately evident upon examination
of the data set, but is nevertheless needed for a correct determination of the
probabilities; like the information on who put the prize in the envelop, which
is not provided by the problem’s statement, but it is exactly the source of the
Monty Hall paradox.
We also immediately see how this analysis leads to another event space expan-
sion. To specify the event space upon which probabilities are considered to apply,
amounts then to the determination of the background information that should
be taken into account in order to correctly calculate the probabilities. Also in
this case the paradox does not sustain a more attentive analysis: there is no con-
tradiction in the fact that a probabilistic reasoning moving from two different
sets of background information also leads to two different results. Discovering
some local regularity is actually a quite interesting finding and therefore Luk’s
weak equivalence should not be underestimated; he did however fail to recognise
that it is not the case that there are either different event spaces or different pos-
sible distributions, but there are different problems, for different observers, with
different prior information, but possibly on the same data set. The event spaces
show yet another face by playing the role, which the priors in Bayesian reason-
ing are usually charged with: they appear to be the core issue in the paradox
resolution only because they are a primitive description of the prior information,
which de facto resolves the paradox.
4 Drawing Conclusions and Consequences for IR
In this paper we show that the way Robertson in [6] questions the rank equiv-
alence derived by Lafferty and Zhai in [1, pp. 1-10] is ineffective. The alleged
paradox that would arise when the event spaces are not adequately taken into
account, can be defeated in more than one way, each corresponding to one of
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what we termed ‘event space expansions’. Luk has proposed to extend the event
space, understood as an interface with the data set only, by means of a statistical
components module. While we welcome his attempt towards a more thoroughly
understanding of the issues raised by Robertson by means of a functional hier-
archy, we have argued that his claim is in itself also problematic because it does
not address the most sensitive features of Robertson’s argument: the existence
of the paradoxical situation and the functional identity between the priors and
the event spaces. Luk descends the hierarchy and attempts to solve this issue at
the statistical level. We view the problem as one that needs more abstraction
rather than less; if event spaces are really just priors, what we need is a method
to select priors, which become sockets to interface upper-level functional blocks.
For example, a probabilistic model can fetch, through its priors, the output of
a dynamic epistemic logic module that formalises how observers change their
information states upon which their relevance assessments highly depend.
Once we apply this conclusion to IR as a discipline, this is in essence an
argument for revisiting the logical models of IR as first proposed in [7] for the
solution to the paradox that has arisen calls an higher level of abstraction than
that provided either by the probabilistic model or by the statistical components
model.
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